Guest Wireless Network Terms of Use

By using the State of Arizona’s Guest Wireless Network, you agree to the following Terms and Conditions.

The State of Arizona may monitor, block, suspend, or terminate access at any time for any reason including, but not limited to, violation of the Acceptable Use Policy, or violation of applicable laws and/or regulations. Illegal activity, hacking and cryptocurrency mining are strictly prohibited.

The State of Arizona may revise the Acceptable Use Policy at any time. You are responsible to review the Acceptable Use Policy each time you access Guest Wireless Network.

Please keep in mind that this is an open wireless network, therefore no network communication is 100% secure.

The State of Arizona reserves the right to filter content and provide information to law enforcement officials and governmental agencies to protect their interests, or to comply with legal, regulatory, audit, and compliance obligations.

The security of your device and information is your responsibility. There is no right of privacy when using this system, please use the Guest Wireless Network at your own risk.